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Buying a home is very exciting, but it can be an arduous procedure.  Luckily there are professionals ready to help you along the way; 
we call them the key players of the home buying process.  Each of these key players will play a part in helping make your dream 
home a reality.

THE REAL ESTATE AGENT

One of the most important key players in the home buying process is the real estate agent.  The real estate agent’s job is to listen 
to your needs, and help you (nd exactly what you are looking for in a home.  The agent will compile a list of properties that match 
your speci(c criteria and will provide objective, useful information on each of the properties to help you make an informed decision.  
When you are ready to make an o#er, they will help negotiate price and give insight on market trends so that you can make a 
reasonable o#er. In addition, the agent will arrange inspections, help you understand important paperwork, and stay up to date on 
pertinent timelines. They also may be able to recommend other professionals to help you throughout the home buying process.  
For most people buying a home doesn’t happen every day, but real estate agents handle these transactions all the time, so take 
advantage of their knowledge and experience.

THE LOAN OFFICER

The loan o!cer you work with will be responsible to help you attain the best possible rate and terms on your mortgage.  They will 
help you get pre-quali(ed, which will determine how much you can borrow, and how much home you can a#ord.  Before you make 
(nal decisions, they will explain all loan options. In addition, it’s their job to collect all necessary documents from you to help fund 
your loan.  Your moving status is contingent upon completion of the loan process.

Meet Your Home Purchase Team
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THE INSURANCE AGENT

Before any lender will fund your loan, they will need to see 
proof of your homeowner’s insurance policy. This policy will 
protect your home in case of (re, theft or any other unforeseen 
damages. Your insurance agent will ensure that you are 
completely covered to your lender’s standards. Homeowner’s 
insurance requirements di#er in each area, so the insurance 
agent will help you (nd the best (t for your needs. They will 
be available to you even after the home buying process is 
complete.

THE TITLE & ESCROW OFFICERS

In MOST cases, these two people work for the same company, 
and although many believe that their roles are one in the 
same, their duties are di#erent. The title o!cer deals with 
issues relating to the title or deed of the home.  Their task is 
to make sure that there are no discrepancies that will get in 
the way of the sale. Discrepancies may include (but are not 
limited to) overdue taxes, zoning restrictions and liens.  In the 
case they do run into issues, they will contact the seller to (nd 
out the accuracy behind their (ndings.

An escrow o!cer is an objective third party that is involved in the real estate transaction.  They take care of notarizing and signing 
the (nal loan documentation.  In addition, they collect any other paperwork that has to do with the sale of the home and ensure 
completion of all requirements from each party before any money transfers hands.  The escrow o!cer will also notify the county of 
the new property owner.

THE HOME INSPECTOR 
This person will inspect the home for damages or issues that need to be (xed; could be mold, pests, structural damage etc. It’s highly 
advised that you have the home inspected by a professional, but it’s not mandatory. This step is critical because the outcome of the 
inspection will determine whether you move forward with the transaction, or stop and re-evaluate the terms of the sale.

THE APPRAISER
The appraiser is responsible for estimating the market value of the home.  There are certain criteria that they use to estimate the 
value, such as measuring it against similar homes in the area.  Some lenders require more than one appraiser’s estimate.

THE MOVERS
After the paperwork is done and you have the keys to your new home in hand, the movers will come to your rescue.  There are 
varying degrees to which movers can be involved.  It can be as minimal as loading your packed things into a truck and unloading 
at the new place, or as extensive as packing everything up for you. Whatever you choose, monitor what they are doing and make 
yourself available to answer any questions they might have. Obviously movers are not a necessary service, but if you have budgeted 
for them and have a big move, they will de(nitely make your life easier.
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“What’s the "rst step in the home 
buying process and how do I make 
sure to "nd the home of my dreams?” 
asks the excited homebuyer. 

Preparing Financially: The Pre-Approval 
& Finding Your Dream Home

EXAMINE YOUR FINANCIAL SITUATION

First you’ll want to take a look at your current (nancial situation, and
see where you need to make preparations. Examine your monthly 
income and expenses, check out your savings account, and take a 
peek at your credit report. Do you already have enough for a down 
payment? Down payments can range from 3% to 20% of the loan 
amount, so make a plan and set a time frame to save for this.

Here are some of the other costs to consider when buying a home:

Title and Escrow fees
Appraisal fee
Home inspection fee
Home insurance
Lender fees
Mortgage points
Other various fees
In some cases, private mortgage insurance or mortgage insurance premium

Note that you may not have to pay all of the fees, sometimes the seller will pay, the lender may cover it, or you may pay in advance 
and receive a refund later.  

TAKE A PEEK AT YOUR CREDIT REPORT

If it’s been a while since you’ve last seen it, it’s a good idea to check your credit report with the 3 credit bureaus: Equifax, Experian,
and TransUnion. Your loan o!cer will factor in your credit score when determining how much you are quali(ed to borrow. The 
insurance agent will consider your credit history as well. It’s in your best interest to clear up any errors that may appear on your credit 
reports as soon as possible.

© NE W AMERICAN FUNDING, INC. |  ALL RIGHTS RESER VED    2013
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GETTING PRE-APPROVED

Once you have a grasp on your (nancial situation, and have a rough estimate of what you think you can a#ord for a monthly 
mortgage payment, it’s time to get pre-approved. Getting pre-approved before you start searching for your dream home is critical 
because the pre-approval will determine, based on your credit and income, if you qualify for (nancing, and for how much. Other 
bene(ts include:

Sellers prefer to work with pre-approved buyers because they have already demonstrated their ability to obtain home 
(nancing. This will give your o#er on a home an advantage over other buyers.

In the eyes of a real estate agent, a pre-approval signals that a borrower is well-quali(ed and serious about purchasing a 
home. The higher chance they have of closing a deal, the harder the real estate agent will work and the more attention you 
will receive.

To get pre-approved, your loan o!cer will make a thorough investigation into your credit history, credit score, assets, liabilities, 
income, etc. Try to provide as much information as possible to the loan o!cer so they can make the best assessment of your 
(nancial situation. The loan o!cer will look at your credit report, and will ask for more information, if needed.

Your debt-to-income ratio will be a key factor when determining how much you can borrow.  The debt-to-income ratio is the 
percentage of personal debt you are carrying in relation to how much you earn. Generally speaking, the ideal ratio is 36% and below, 
anything over this may be seen as riskier. There are various exceptions to this 36% rule, so if you are looking at your monthly income 
and expenses and have become concerned, speak with a loan o!cer before taking yourself out of the ring.

A Pre-Approval is not a guarantee.

It’s important to note that a pre-approval is not a guarantee that you will be approved for a mortgage for the home you have chosen; 
it’s conditional on the appraisal of the property. Also, if your (nancial situation changes, (loss of employment, major purchase, run 
up of credit card bills, etc.) the loan o!cer will have to reassess your situation and recalculate your maximum loan amount. 

DREAM-UP YOUR DREAM HOME

It’s time to imagine the ideal home. Is it in the sunny suburbs or is it in a lively downtown area? How many bedrooms does it have 
and what kind of commute do you want? Is there a pool in your future? The more details you provide your real estate agent, the 
easier it will be for them to (nd something that (ts your lifestyle.

When looking at homes, inspect them closely, and write down details so you can remember. Find out how old the home is, if the 
electrical, plumbing and heating are up to code, what the crime rate is in the area, how neighboring schools perform, the condition 
of the roof, the distance to shopping centers and freeways, etc. Some of these factors will play a role when it comes to getting 
home insurance, so if there is a home you are strongly considering, it’s a good idea to ask to see the current homeowner for the 
Comprehensive Loss Underwriting Exchange (C.L.U.E.) report. This report will provide a record of insurance claims on the house, so 
you can spot any potential issues.

Found your dream home? 

Time to learn the strategies of making an o#er!   >>
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Once you have found the home of your dreams, it’s time to make an o#er. The o!cial o#er is a written proposal, or purchase contract, 
that identi(es the buyer, the seller, the property address, and the brokers. It also includes the purchase price, down payment, loan 
amount, deposit and terms of conditions.

Because the purchase contract must conform to state and local laws, and potentially certain provisions in your area, your real estate 
agent will prepare the document on your behalf.

There are three potential outcomes when making an o#er: the seller accepts the o#er without any modi(cations and it becomes a 
binding contract, the seller countero#ers, or the seller rejects the o#er and no deal can be made.

DO YOUR HOMEWORK BEFORE MAKING AN OFFER

To ensure that you are making the right o#er, one that the seller will likely accept, it’s best to do some research beforehand. If you 
feel there are potentially many homebuyers interested in the property, conduct your research quickly, and get your o#er in before 
it’s too late.

1. Find out why the seller is selling, if you can. This will reveal what kind of situation the seller is in; do they want to get out quick, 
or can they a#ord to wait for the ideal o#er? This may be hard to (nd out as the listing agent will likely not want to divulge 
this information.

2. Analyze the market; is it a buyer’s or seller’s market? If it’s a buyer’s market, there will be fewer competing o#ers and a higher 
likelihood that the seller will be /exible on price and terms. If it’s a seller’s market, the seller can get choosey with price and 
conditions and will probably be entertaining multiple o#ers.

3. Ask your real estate agent for a comparable market analysis(CMA). This is a report that compares properties similar in 
con(guration, age and location to the home you want to buy; use this to gauge what price to o#er.

4. Analyze the list-price-to-sale-price ratio of homes sold in the last six months. Your agent can provide this report. Take a look 
at the numbers, are homes selling for more than their list price or less? The seller will likely do this as well and will expect the 
same di#erential from o#ers.

5. Determine the number of days the home has been on the market. The longer a home has been on the market, the more 
/exible a seller may be in terms of price and conditions. Keep in mind that it’s possible the selling agent took the listing o# 
the market and then resubmitted it as a new listing to keep it looking fresh and new.

WHAT’S IN AN OFFER?

Here are the basics that are included in an o#er:

Making and Accepting an Offer

Property Address 
Sale/O#ered price
Seller’s promise to provide clear title (ownership)
Method by which real estate taxes, rents, fuel, water bills 
and utilities are to be adjusted (prorated) between buyer 
and seller
Provisions about who will pay for title insurance, survey, 
termite inspections, etc. 

Type of deed to be given
Other requirements speci(c to your state, which might 
include a chance for attorney review of the contract, 
disclosure of speci(c environmental hazards or other 
state-speci(c clauses
Various conditions/contingencies
Terms

There are a few items in the purchase contract to which you want to pay particular attention.

© NE W AMERICAN FUNDING, INC. |  ALL RIGHTS RESER VED    2013
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Include a Home Inspection Condition. It’s wise to make an o#er conditional upon a professional home inspection, which most 
often happens during escrow. If a home inspector (nds structural damage or some other major issue, you will be able to back 
out of the deal, or oblige the seller to (x it. However, the professional inspection should not prevent you from doing your own 
investigating. Include a provision that will allow you to do a walk through one last time and inspect the property before closing. Test 
out every appliance, and check the sink and faucets for any unforeseen leaks.

An earnest money deposit will be included with the o#er. The earnest money may be a check, cash or a promissory note.

The clock is ticking, so a time limit is usually set for responding to the o#er, obtaining (nancing, closing the deal, and moving in. 
You and the seller will agree on a closing date, often between 30 and 45 days from the signing of the contract.

One common contingency is the requirement for a buyer to obtain speci(c home (nancing from a lending institution. In the case 
that the loan can’t be obtained, the buyer will not be locked into the contract.

Outline anything extra that you want included in the purchase such as appliances, furniture, drapery, etc. Add (xtures to be on 
the safe side, along with anything else, because if it’s not in the contract, it’s not part of the deal and the seller is free to take these 
items.

COUNTEROFFERS

So let’s say that in general the seller (nds the o#er suitable, but doesn’t like the proposed sales price or the requested closing date. 
You will probably receive a written countero#er explaining the changes the seller would like to see made before they will accept. 
You can accept, reject, or make another countero#er (this is where negotiating comes in).

Every time either party makes a countero#er, the other side is free to accept, reject, or countero#er once again. The o#er does not 
become a binding contract until one of the parties o!cially signs the contract.

WITHDRAWING AN OFFER

If for whatever reason, maybe you found a better home or upon a home inspection needed repairs were found that the seller doesn’t 
want to cover, you can withdraw your o#er. If you withdraw before the o#er has been accepted (technically still in negotiations), 
the usual process is to have your real estate agent draft something up to send to the seller’s representative, and that should be that.
 
If you withdraw after the purchase contract has been signed, it gets a bit tricky. Depending on the time frames, and the contingencies 
and conditions stated in the contract, you may face losing your earnest money. In this scenario, it’s wise to have an attorney take a 
look at the contract and help you navigate through this process. 

OFFER ACCEPTED!

Once one of the parties accepts, the o#er becomes a legally binding contract. You’ll provide the earnest money to your agent, who 
will deliver it to the title or escrow o!ce.

Horray! Your offer was accepted.
Read on to learn how to (nd the perfect home loan.    >>

© NE W AMERICAN FUNDING, INC. |  ALL RIGHTS RESER VED    2013
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Opening escrow involves going to the escrow or title company and handing over a deposit. This deposit, or earnest money, is the 
good faith check that is given by the buyer at the time the purchase agreement is signed.  Anyone involved in the transaction is able 
to open escrow-buyer, seller, real estate agent or lender, however if the buyer is represented by a real estate agent,  they will usually 
open escrow because they will be holding the good faith check from the buyer. Once escrow is opened, it will be assigned a number 
and an escrow o!cer to assist you.

In addition to handling the earnest money, the escrow o!cer’s job is to ensure that all conditions are met before escrow closes. 
Whoever opens escrow will need to give the escrow o!cer instructions about the transaction, and explain what conditions need to 
be met before any money can change hands.

Simultaneously, the title o!cer will be preparing to change ownership of the home, investigating any liens against the property as 
well as arranging the title insurance policy.

The length of escrow depends on the mortgage lender’s timeline, in other words, it’s contingent on how quickly the lender can 
fund the buyer’s loan. So although the buyer and seller may have agreed on a closing date, it may end up changing. The lender and 
the escrow o!cer will organize the disbursement of funds, the closing date, and the distribution of the money from the sale.  The 
closing process varies from state to state and can even vary within a state, due to di#ering requirements.

Opening Title and Escrow

Inspecting the Property and 
Resolving Inspection Issues

Home inspections are a very important part of the home buying 
process. They occur after the purchase agreement has been signed 
because, in most cases, the purchase agreement will contain a home 
inspection condition. The home inspection condition will allow the 
buyer to back out of the transaction after the home has been inspected 
by a professional should any serious issues arise.  Home inspections are 
not a requirement everywhere, but they are HIGHLY suggested!

The buyer is in charge of hiring a home inspector to come out and 
survey the property. Your real estate agent can usually recommend 
home inspectors. The home inspector will be looking for anything out 
of the ordinary or anything that seems lackluster. They will examine the structure of the home, plumbing, electrical, appliances, the 
roof, the garage, the exterior of the home and property and the ventilation systems. The home inspection report will let you know 
if there are issues with any of these elements. A home inspection will run somewhere between $300-$500, depending on location.

In the case there are issues to resolve, which is almost always, then you will need to decide how you want to deal with them. 
Commonly the seller will be asked to lower the sales price, (x the issues before closing, or provide credit towards the buyer’s closing 
costs.  You and your agent will put in writing what needs to be (xed, how you would like it to be handled, and present it to the seller 
and their agent. The seller will then agree or disagree to the terms or provide a countero#er. If you have a home inspection condition 
in the purchase contract, the buyer will be able to back out if something major is found.
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When buying a new home, the mortgage lender will require proof of homeowner’s insurance coverage. A homeowner’s insurance 
policy is a package policy covering:  

1. Any damage to your property, your belongings in it, and provides (nancial protection against certain disasters. 

2. It also provides personal liability protection for claims resulting from bodily injuries and property damage to others caused 
by an accident on your property or your personal activities elsewhere.

Homeowner’s insurance is de(nitely a cost you want to consider when buying a new home. Policies and protections di#er, so you 
want to be sure to (nd the right protection for your home at a reasonable price. The right policy for you will depend on your home, 
and how much coverage you feel is necessary.

TYPES OF INSURANCE

When it comes to homeowner’s insurance, there are several basic forms to choose from; each o#ers a di#erent level of coverage. 
Homeowner’s insurance policies may name the speci(c perils they cover, and may also exclude certain perils. There is usually a 
deductible when (ling a home insurance claim, unless otherwise noted in the policy.

A LOOK AT THE HOMEOWNER’S INSURANCE DECLARATIONS PAGE

The typical homeowner’s insurance declarations page is broken down into two major parts:

1. Home Insurance Property Protection

Dwelling – covers your home, attached structures, built-in appliances, plumbing, heating, installed air conditioning systems, 
and electrical wiring
Other Structures – covers detached structures such as sheds, garages, fences, driveways, patios, etc. 
Personal Property – covers your personal belongings inside your home
Loss of Use - covers some living expenses should you be living elsewhere while repairs are being made 

2. Home Insurance Liability Protection

Personal Liability – covers  your (nancial loss should someone sue you or your family members  for bodily injury or property 
damage 
Medical Payments – provides no-fault medical coverage should a friend or neighbor be injured in your home

All in all, when looking for the homeowner’s insurance policy that suits your needs, you’ll need to consider what you want to cover, 
from your personal belongings to earthquakes, how much coverage you feel you need, and talk to your insurance agent to (nd the 
right policy match.

The Basics of Homeowner’s Insurance

© NE W AMERICAN FUNDING, INC. |  ALL RIGHTS RESER VED    2013
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Loan o!cers are the go-to for help when examining your di#erent home loan options. While you might not know everything about 
mortgages, there are some are some questions you can ask yourself that will help point you in the right direction. Providing the 
“answers” to these questions to your loan o!cer, will help them identify your goals, and ensure that you choose the best mortgage 
for your needs.

1. How long do you plan to stay in your home?
2. Where are interest rates heading?
3. Is your goal to build equity in your home?
4. Do you see your (nancial situation changing in the next couple of years?
5. Do you mind taking on a bit of risk and change, or prefer predictability?

How long do you plan to stay in your home, how do you feel about risk, and where do you see yourself in the future?

If you plan on staying in your home seven years or less, then an Adjustable Rate Mortgage (ARM), also known as a /exible or 

variable rate loan, may be a viable option for you. ARMs often o#er an extremely low introductory interest rate that lasts for a (xed 
amount of time, commonly 3, 5 or 7 years, and then the interest rate “adjusts” to market rates.

The main bene(t for many when choosing to go with an ARM, is the low initial interest rate and monthly payment. If you expect to 
earn more money in the future, but are not yet where you would like to be, this takes some pressure o# until you reach your (nancial 
goals, and still allows you to buy a home. 

However, practice some caution as one drawback is that more than likely the interest rate will /uctuate and adjust to market rates 
after the (xed introductory period has ended. This means your rate could increase dramatically, thereby increasing your monthly 
mortgage payment. 

If you’re the committed kind and plan on staying for 10 years or more, a 10 Year ARM or a 15, or 30 Year Fixed Rate Mortgage 
may be worthy options. 

With Fixed Rate Mortgages, you can rest assured that regardless of the (nancial market, you will be paying your agreed upon interest 
rate and mortgage payment speci(ed in your contract. Most of the time with Fixed Rate Mortgages, you have a higher interest rate 
relative to market interest rates, as the lender must o#set the fact that market interest rates might increase.

What would be a good option to build equity in your home?

To build equity in your home, some good choices would be a 10, 15 or 20 year (xed rate mortgage. You’d pick this type of mortgage 
because it allows you to build the equity in your home faster than other mortgage products available. Every month as you make 
your payments you increase your equity. As you owe a little less, you own a little more. When you build equity, you are increasing 
the net value of your asset (equity) and are increasing your net worth.

Do you expect interest rates to dramatically change in the near future?

Do a little bit of research, and depending on what you (nd, this may help when choosing a loan. Also talk to your loan o!cer about 
the market and get their insight. If you think rates will increase, it might be a good time to get in a 30, 15 or 10 Year Fixed Rate 
Mortgage before this happens.

If you think interest rates are going to fall, you might consider a short term ARM for now, and then try taking advantage of the lower 
rates down the road.

Choosing the Right Home Loan

© NE W AMERICAN FUNDING, INC. |  ALL RIGHTS RESER VED    2013
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As soon as you have completed the home loan application with your loan o!cer and submitted it for approval, you should expect 
to receive the following important documents, to which you should pay extra special attention:

1. A Good Faith Estimate(GFE)
2. Truth-In-Lending Disclosure
3. Mortgage Servicing Disclosure
4. Other Disclosures

GOOD FAITH ESTIMATE

A Good Faith Estimate(GFE), which you will receive within three days of completing your loan application, will explain the basics of 
your loan including your closing costs and loan terms, if you are approved for the loan. This document will help you fully understand 
your mortgage transaction; it will break down all of the potential costs associated. Although this is just an estimate, by law it must 
be a solid estimate, and reasonably similar to the actual costs incurred at closing. 

TRUTH-IN-LENDING DISCLOSURE

The Truth-In-Lending(TIL) Disclosure, also sent no later than three days after you complete your loan application, will include:

The loan’s annual percentage rate (APR)
Your (nance charge 
The amount (nanced or how much credit you are being provided 
The total of payments

Don’t be alarmed if the APR is higher than the interest rate; this is normal as the APR also includes any points or other fees you may 
be paying.

The (nance charge is the estimated sum of: interest payments made during the life of the loan, the amount of interest paid at 
closing, the origination fee, and any other fees you paid to the lender.

The total of payments is the estimated total amount you will have paid on the loan, assuming you make the regularly scheduled  
mortgage payments, including: the principal, interest, pre-paid (nance charges and mortgage insurance (if applicable). 

Both the GFE and the TIL are just estimates.

Fees can change, and so can interest rates, so don’t be surprised if these changes occur when you decide to move forward. However, 
these documents are great to use when rate shopping. While one lender may o#er a lower interest rate, another may be able to o#er 
a comparable interest rate, plus lower closing costs (now disclosed in the GFE and TIL).

MORTGAGE SERVICING DISCLOSURE

This is a statement notifying you, the borrower, that the lender may or may not sell or transfer the servicing rights of the loan. In 
the case that the servicing rights will be sold, you may be dealing with a di#erent lender when making your monthly mortgage 
payments.

OTHER DISCLOSURES

In addition to these important documents, you will also be receiving a number of di#erent disclosures throughout the loan process 
including the appraisal disclosure, explaining that you have the right to obtain a copy of the appraisal, a disclosure about your credit 
report, and a disclosure you must sign con(rming that you will be occupying the home. 

The Good Faith Estimate & Truth-In-Lending Disclosure
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A mortgage rate lock protects you from market rate /uctuations while you wait for your loan to be approved, processed and funded. 
A mortgage rate lock, also called a mortgage lock-in or rate commitment, secures or “locks” in a certain interest rate and points for 
a speci(ed amount of time.

Therefore, as you shop rates among di#erent lenders, don’t rely on the interest rate and terms the lender quotes, unless the lender 
is willing to o#er a lock-in. A mortgage rate lock is the only guarantee that you will receive these terms at the time your loan is 
approved.

Does a rate commitment expire?

Usually a lender will commit to a mortgage rate lock for a speci(ed amount of time, anywhere from 30, to 60, to even 120 days. 
Ask your loan o!cer how long the loan will take to process, then you can gauge whether or not the lock-in commitment time is 
su!cient until your loan is approved and closed.

This is one reason why it’s crucial to provide your loan o!cer with all of the required documents to approve your loan quickly, 
because if the lock expires, the interest rate and points are no longer guaranteed, and the lender will likely o#er the loan based on 
current interest rates and points.

Is there a fee to lock-in the interest rate and points?

This is a good question to ask your lender, as some charge, while others do not.

What happens if interest rates decrease?

Yes, it’s true that a mortgage rate lock can prevent you from taking advantage of falling interest rates, but if you already have a good 
deal, then stick with it. 

Appraising the property is yet another integral step in the home 
buying process. An appraisal determines the market value of 
a home. The lender will require an appraisal prior to o!cially 
approving any loan. Therefore, the lender will be very proactive 
about ordering the appraisal early on in the loan process. In fact, 
you will usually pay for the appraisal up front applying for a loan.

Unlike a home inspection, the buyer is not present for the appraisal 
and will probably not have any contact with the appraiser. Appraisals 
are most notably done through an appraisal management 
company. This ensures that they are a third party to the transaction 
and will give a fair estimate of the value of the home. The appraiser 
provides information that helps the buyer avoid overpaying for 
the property, but their real job is protecting the lender. The lender 
will take a good look at the appraisal to decide if the property is 
adequate security for the loan they are about to fund.

Locking the Mortgage Interest Rate

Appraising the Property
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When the appraisal report comes back it will detail any major problems, but is not all inclusive like a home inspection. The appraisal 
report will let you know how much the appraiser (nds the property to be worth. If the appraisal of the property comes in lower than 
the sale price, the lender will probably deny the loan. This is because the lender does not want to fund a loan that is considerably 
more than the property is worth. However, the game is not over! There are certain measures that may be taken in order to acquire 
the loan:

The seller agrees to reduce the price
The buyer is able to make a reasonable down payment, therefore not borrowing as much from the lender
Repairs can be made to increase the value of the home

These actions will increase your chances of getting approved for the loan.

Underwriting and Home Loan Approval
Underwriting is the core process involved in being approved for a mortgage. Once the appraisal report comes in, your loan o!cer 
will submit your (le to underwriting.  To ensure a timely and smooth process, your loan o!cer will make the (le easy to understand 
for the underwriter.

The underwriter is in charge of reviewing your (le against the conditions of the loan program you have selected. They will con(rm 
that all information included is accurate and seems plausible. In addition, they will verify income, debt, past rent, employment and 
other factors to decide if you are a good credit risk. Their decision will also weigh heavily on the appraisal report.

If your loan o!cer has done their job to their full potential, everything should be relatively easy. By the time the underwriter 
receives the (le, it has already been processed through an automated underwriting machine. This machine will give an idea of what 
conditions need to be met prior to closing. The underwriter will use the report from the automated machine as a guide, but it is still 
necessary for them to go through every detail themselves.

RECEIVING THE APPROVAL

After delving deep into every aspect of the (le, the underwriter will then give the (le one of four fates: 

Denied

The underwriter does not feel that this person is a good 
credit risk and they are not quali(ed to receive funding 
from their institution. This is very rare if the loan o!cer 
has done their job up until this point. 

Approved  with no further conditions or questions

This is a rare outcome as well, because an underwriter’s 
job is to thoroughly question the (le in front of them – 
but it does happen. 

Suspended

This means that the loan is not approved in the current 
package due to questions that remain to be answered. 
It is assumed that if these questions can be cleared up, 
the loan will be approved. 

Approved conditionally

This is the most common outcome and means that 
everything is good to go as long as you meet certain 
detailed conditions prior to closing.
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The Conditions Behind The Loan Approval

Ordering, Delivering and Signing the Loan Documents

Once your home loan is approved, the underwriter will inform you that the loan is approved, however, based on a few conditions. 
It’s important to understand that this approval will eventually expire, along with your rate lock, so you want to get moving to satisfy 
all of the conditions listed. Conditions fall into two categories: “prior to documents” conditions and “prior to funding” conditions.

“PRIOR TO DOCS” OR “PRIOR TO DOCUMENTS” CONDITIONS

These conditions are usually the most important, as they are created because the underwriter must make sure that you, the 
borrower, qualify for the loan. Therefore the underwriter may require more income documentation, veri(cation of employment, 
rents, deposits, as well as appraisal and title commitment. The underwriter will let your loan o!cer know what documents are 
needed to meet these conditions and your loan o!cer will work with you to get these documents together. The loan documents 
cannot be ordered until these conditions are satis(ed.

“PRIOR TO FUNDING” CONDITIONS

These are documents that must be delivered to the underwriter before the funds are issued. Typically these are conditions that the 
underwriter believes will be easy for the borrower to meet, thus they are not required to order the loan documents. They tend to be 
reserved for procedural matters and are taken care of by the escrow o!cer and loan funder.

Once your loan o!cer gathers all of the needed items to satisfy the “prior to docs” conditions, the loan processor will organize and 
submit the documentation to the underwriter, and the underwriter will sign o# that these conditions have been satis(ed (may take 
a few hours to a few days). Now either the loan o!cer or processor can order the loan documents!

The loan documents will be reviewed by the lender and then delivered to the escrow o!cer. From there the escrow o!cer will do 
their part to put the loan documents in their (nal form, adding information such as payo#s, taxes and prepaid interest due, etc.

SIGNING YOUR DOCS

Once the escrow o!cer has put the loan documents in their (nal form, they will reach out to you and the seller to arrange signing 
appointments. This appointment is the “closing” of your loan. However, as you know now, once you sign, your loan is not closed as 
the “prior to funding” conditions must still be satis(ed for funds to be issued.

Often lenders will send the documents directly to you through a mobile notary, this makes it easier for all parties to sign the 
documents quickly.

At your closing appointment you will also receive the HUD-1 statement, which will show all of the costs associated with the loan. You 
have the right to request the HUD-1 statement before closing so you can review it and compare it against the Good Faith Estimate 
(GFE).

After you sign the documents, the escrow o!cer will send them back to the lender along with the “prior to funding” conditions such 
as proof of insurance.
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Funding Your Loan
The lender will receive the documents and forward them to the funding department. As long as all checks out, ie all of the documents 
are signed correctly and the underwriter signs o# on the “prior to funding” conditions, the funder department will wire the funds to 
the escrow company and your loan is complete! Keep in mind that this can take up to a few days; (nd out from your loan o!cer how 
long it will take as it must fund on the day that is speci(ed in the home purchase contract.

Moving Into Your New Home
The day has (nally arrived! You’ve gone through the arduous steps of buying a home and now it’s time to move in! It’s customary 
that on the day your loan is funded, you will receive the keys to your new home as well. While you should be very excited about 
moving in, we all know “the move” can have its issues unless you take the right steps to keep it as painless as possible.

So let’s talk about a few things to consider when planning your move. 

MOVING AND PACKING

Do you need long distance movers or just local movers? Either way you will want to have a moving company in place about 
4 to 8 weeks prior to the move.
About a month before the move, you need to decide whom you need to notify of your move, and don’t forget to set up a 
forwarding address with your local post o!ce. 

DESIGN AND DECORATING

Another fun part about buying a new home, is all the new ways you will get to design and decorate it. How does this relate to 
moving? Well, depending on the look and feel that you want, as well as the space your new home o#ers, there may be a few things 
you want to get rid of before you even move. If you (nd you have a bunch of stu# that you no longer want, consider donating to 
charity, having a garage sale, or dispersing to family members. 

Congratulations on your new home!
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ABOUT NEW AMERICAN FUNDING

New American Funding is a Government-Approved Direct Lender that has been in business for over a decade. We 
successfully fund $400 million in home loans every month and have an A+ Rating from the Better Business Bureau. We 
ranked number 914 on the Inc. 500|5000 list of fastest growing private companies in America for 2013 and were voted Best 
Places to Work in Orange County 2012 by the OC Business Journal. 

Please call us today to (nd out how we can help you re(nance into today’s low rates!
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